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modules. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup of G, and k some field. Let
 .  .B s k G and A s k H be k-algebras. Also let M be a fixed right
A-module and K be the induced right B-module M m B. Then we setA
 .  .  .D s End M , E s End K , and F s End K .A B A
Call a right B-module V, `` A-split'' if V has an M-presentation in
Mod-B which splits in Mod-A. Alperin proved that:
w xTHEOREM 1.1 1, Theorem . The category of all A-split B-modules is
equi¨ alent to the category of all those E-modules W such that W m F isE
projecti¨ e.
Alperin called it ``non-normal Clifford theory,'' for two reasons. First,
w xhis theorem is parallel to a famous result of Dade 5 on Clifford theory
and, second, the subgroup H is not normal in G.
w xDade's result is an extension of Cline's 4 stable Clifford theory and
states that:
w xTHEOREM 1.2 5, Theorem 7.4 . The category of those B-modules which
di¨ ide some direct sum of copies of M in Mod-A is equi¨ alent to the category
of those E-modules which are projecti¨ e as D-modules.
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In Dade's theorem the rings B and E are fully group-graded and
induced module K is weakly G-invariant while Alperin stated his theorem
in terms of group algebras over some field.
w xIn 8, Theorem 5.5 one of the authors proved Theorem 1.2 without any
involvement of groups or group-graded objects. He proved that these
group-graded objects over a fixed invariant module can be replaced by
w  .xstatic modules over some fixed module. In 6, Remark 2.5 b Marcus
stated Theorem 1.1 without any group action. Indeed, in the proof of this
theorem no group action is reflected. Thus his result is also automatically
free from any group action.
In the following we will reach Alperin's theorem via the stable Clifford
w x w xtheory as given in 7 and 8 . It will be established that this theorem is a
restatement of the following result.
w xTHEOREM 1.3 8, Theorem 3.7 . The category of those A-modules which
di¨ ide some direct sum of copies of M in Mod-A is equi¨ alent to the category
of projecti¨ e D-modules.
The machinery for achieving the above claim is developed in Section 4.
 .The main result is proved in Section 5 Theorem 5.4 . It is concluded there
that the notion of divisibility and splitness in the present context are
interchangeable.
During this process we will encounter Auslander equivalence which we
have reproved in terms of categories of M-Auslander and D-Auslander
modules which is done in Section 3. In appearance, there seems to be no
application of this result in the main text, but one may use it to rederive
the results of Sections 4 and 5. Section 2 presents a brief introduction of
static modules and their respective categories.
For various notions in rings, modules, and their categories, we mainly
w xrefer to 2 , while for the basic notions regarding Clifford theory and static
w x w xmodules, we have followed 8 and 9 . Finally, we remark that our rings
 .possess identities and the modules unless otherwise specified are unital
right modules. By the term restrictions of functors we always mean the
covariant functors which are applied on some subcategories. All subcate-
gories are full and additive.
If A is a ring and M is an A-module, then by M a . we always mean the
direct sum of a copies of M, where a is some cardinal. If the functor
 . a .Hom M, y commutes on the direct sum M we say that M isA
self-small. For example, all finite type modules are self-small.
2. STATIC MODULES
 .Let A and B be rings and let M be a fixed B, A -bimodule. Briefly
 .  .speaking, an object V of Mod-A resp. Mod-B is said to be M, A -static
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  . .resp. B, M -static , or simply static in case the contexts are clear, if V
remains invariant under the composition functor
Hom M , y m M : Mod-A ª Mod-A .A B
resp. Hom M , ym M : Mod-B ª Mod-B . .A B
 .  .in a natural way. The categories of M, A -static and B, M -static mod-
 .  M .ules are denoted by Mod A and Mod B , respectively, and are fullM
and additive subcategories of Mod-A and Mod-B, respectively. Moreover,
we have a very useful fact that:
LEMMA 2.1. Under the restrictions of the additi¨ e adjoint functors,
 .  .  M .Hom M, y and ym M, the subcategories Mod A and Mod BA B M
are naturally equi¨ alent.
w xFor the proof of the above lemma one may refer to 7 , or in fact this is a
direct consequence of the definitions of static modules of both types.
The above considerations of static modules give us useful applications if
we replace the ring B by the ring D of all endomorphisms of M in
 .Mod y A. Since M is a D, A -bimodule, we can directly replace B by D.
 .We will denote by Mod-A the category of all M, A -static modules andM
M  .by Mod-D the category of all D, M -static modules.
Some other consequences of the above definitions and the lemma are
w xthe following. For verification one may refer to 1, 6]8 .
 .COROLLARY 2.2. a M and D are static modules in their respecti¨ e
categories.
 .  .   . .b A finite direct sum of M, A -static resp. D, M -static modules
 .   . .is again M, A -static resp. D, M -static .
 .c If M in Mod-A is of finite type or self-small, then an arbitrary direct
 .   . .  .sum of M, A -static resp. D, M -static modules is again M, A -static
  . .resp. D, M -static .
 .  .   . .d A direct summand of an M, A -static resp. D, M -static mod-
 .   . .ule is again M, A -static resp. D, M -static .
 .e If K is a subcategory of Mod-A , then K and its image under theM
 . Mrestriction of the Hom functor Hom M, y in Mod-D are equi¨ alent.A
 . Mf If L is a subcategory of Mod-D , then L and its image under the
restriction of the tensor functor ym M in Mod-A are equi¨ alent.D M
3. AUSLANDER EQUIVALENCE
 .An object V of Mod-A is M-presented resp. finitely M-presented in
case there exists an exact sequence
M a . ª M  b . ª V ª 0,
 .where a and b are some resp. some finite cardinals.
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 .Let us call V, Hom M -presented in case there is a sequenceA
Hom M , M a . ª Hom M , M  b . ª Hom M , V ª 0, .  .  .A A A
which is exact in Mod-D, where a and b are some cardinals. If a and b
 .are finite, then V is finitely Hom M -presented.A
 .Following is an interaction between M-presented and M, A -static
modules.
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be of finite type or self-small, or that e¨ery M-presented
module is finitely M-presented. Then
 .  .1 An A-module V is M, A -static if and only if V is M-presented
 .implies that Hom M, V is D-presented.A
 .  .2 A D-module W is D, M -static if and only if W is D-presented
 .implies that W m M is Hom M -presented.D A
 . w x w xFor finite type modules the proof of part 1 is available in 1 and 7 .
The same proof can be extended for self-small and for finitely M-pre-
sented modules.
 .  .Proof of Part 2 . Let W be D, M -static. Consider the D-presentation
Da . ª D b . ª W ª 0.
Any of the conditions stated in the hypothesis gives us the following
canonical isomorphisms:
 .gg . g .Hom M , M ( Hom M , M s D , .  .A A
where g s a or b , and also by assumption
W ( Hom M , W m M . .A D
Hence, the given D-presentation may be rewritten as
Hom M , M a . ª Hom M , M  b . ª Hom M , W m M ª 0, .  .  .A A A D
 .and so W m M is Hom M -presented.D A
 .Conversely, as W is D-presented implies that W m M is Hom M -D A
presented means that for an arbitrary sequence
Da . ª D b . ª W ª 0
the sequence
Hom M , M a . ª Hom M , M  b . ª Hom M , W m M ª 0 .  .  .A A A D
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is also exact. But M is self-small, so we may rewrite the sequence
Hom M , M a . ª Hom M , M  b . ª Hom M , W m M ª 0 .  .  .A A A D
as the sequence
Da . ª D b . ª Hom M , W m M ª 0, .A D
which, when compared with the sequence
Da . ª D b . ª W ª 0,
gives the canonical isomorphism
W ( Hom M , W m M . .A D
 .Hence W is D, M -static.
w xIn 1 , Alperin called an A-module V, M-Auslander if V is M-pre-
 .sented, then V is also Hom M -presented. On the same ground, weA
define that a D-module W is D-Auslander, if every D-presentation of W
 .gives a Hom M -presentation of W m M.A D
With the above notation we restate Lemma 3.1 as follows:
LEMMA 3.2. If M satisfies any one of the conditions of Lemma 3.1, then
 .  .1 An A-module V is M-Auslander if and only if it is M, A -static.
 .  .2 A D-module W is D-Auslander if and only if it is D, M -static.
Now we state an improved version of Auslander equivalence where no
group action is involved.
THEOREM 3.3. Let the conditions of Lemma 3.1 be satisfied. Then the
category of all M-Auslander A-modules is equi¨ alent to the category Mod-D.
 .The Hom-functor Hom M, y and the tensor functor ym M determineA D
the abo¨e equi¨ alence.
 .  .Proof. By Lemma 3.2 1 , every M-Auslander module is M, A -static.
Thus the category of all M-Auslander modules is equal to Mod-A .M
 .Similarly, it is clear from Lemma 3.2 2 that the category for all D-
Auslander modules is the same as Mod-DM. By Lemma 2.1 these two sub-
categories are equivalent. But every D-module W is D-presented. So
 . MW is D, M -static and Mod-D coincides with Mod-D. Hence the result
follows.
Remark 3.4. In the literature Theorem 3.3 is also known as Fuller's
generalization of Morita's theorem, and the module M is called semi-S
quasi-projective.
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4. SPLIT PRESENTED MODULES
Let us define a split exact M-presentation in the following way.
An M-presentation
M a . ª M  b . ª V ª 0
is said to be split exact in case there exists a split exact sequence
0 ª L ª M  b . ª V ª 0,
where M  b . ª L is an epimorphism. If b is finite, then the above
presentation is a split exact finite presentation.
Also recall that an A-module V divides an A-module U if V is a direct
summand of U, and we say that V weakly divides U if V divides some
finite direct sum of copies of U.
Let us define the following:
Mod A N M s VgMod-A N V divides some direct sum of .
4copies of M .
 4Mod A N M s VgMod-A N V weakly divides M . .(
 4Mod A N split-M s VgMod-A N V is split exact M-presented . .
<  4Mod A split-M s VgMod-A N V is split exact finitely M-presented . .(
 4Mod D N D s WgMod-D N W is projective . .
 4Mod D N D s WgMod-D N W is projective of finite type . .(
The first four categories are full and additive subcategories of Mod-A,
while the last two are that of Mod-D. It is also clear from Corollary 2.2
 .  .that Mod A N M and Mod A N M are subcategories of Mod-A and( M
 .  . MMod D N D and Mod D N D are subcategories of Mod-D . The follow-(
 .  .ing result shows that Mod A N split-M and Mod A N split-M are also(
subcategories of Mod-A .M
LEMMA 4.1. If M is self-small, then V has a split exact M-presentation if
and only if V di¨ ides some direct sum of copies of M.
Proof. Let M be self-small. If V has a split exact M-presentation, then
by definition V becomes a direct summand of some direct sum of copies
of M.
Conversely, assume that V divides some direct sum of copies of M. Then
there exists an A-module L such that
V [ L ( M  b . .
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 .  b .  .Now M is M, A -static, so, by Corollary 2.2, M is also M, A -static.
 .Thus, again by Corollary 2.2, V becomes M, A -static. The sequence
0 ª L ª M  b . ª V ª 0
is split exact and so is the sequence
0 ª Hom M , L ª Hom M , M  b . ª Hom M , V ª 0. .  .  .A A A
 .Since the middle term is a free D-module, Hom M, V is projective. SoA
we may write a free D-presentation
Da . ª D b . ª Hom M , V ª 0. .A
Now apply the tensor functor ym M on it to get the exact sequenceD
M a . ª M  b . ª Hom M , V m M ª 0. .A D
Now consider the diagram
a .  b .  .M ªM ªHom M, V m M ª0A D
6 6
gf 5
 b .0 ª L ªM ª V ª0
Clearly, the third vertical arrow g is an isomorphism, so the first vertical
arrow f becomes an epimorphism. Hence we get the desired result.
THEOREM 4.2. If M is self-small, then the restrictions of the functors
 .Hom M, y and ym M determine the equi¨ alenceA D
Mod A N split-M f Mod D N D . .  .
In general, restrictions on the abo¨e functors determine the equi¨ alence
Mod A N split-M f Mod D N D . .  .( (
Proof. If M is self-small, then by Lemma 4.1 we conclude that
Mod A N M s Mod A N split-M . .  .
 .According to Theorem 1.3, the restrictions of the functors Hom M, yA
and ym M give the equivalenceD
Mod A N M f Mod D N D . .  .
Hence we get
Mod A N split-M s Mod A N M f Mod D N D . .  .  .
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Similarly, the following holds:
Mod A N split-M s Mod A N M f Mod D N D . .  .  .( ( (
5. STABLE AND NONNORMAL CLIFFORD THEORIES
Now, we come to our main goal in which we rederive an equivalence of
w xsubcategories in Clifford theory, which Alperin in 1 called nonnormal
Clifford theory.
First, we modify our parameters as follows:
 .5.1 a A and B are rings with identities 1 and 1 , respectively, andA B
M is a fixed right A-module.
 .  .5.1 b r : A ª B is an identity preserving ring homomorphism r 1A
s 1 , which we use to define both the induction functor y¬ ym BB A
<from Mod-A into Mod-B and the restriction functor y¬ y fromA
Mod-B into Mod-A.
 .  .  .5.1 c Set D s End M , K s M m B, E s End K , and F sA A B
 .End K .A
 .5.1 d s : D ª E and t : E ª F are identity preserving ring homo-
 . .  .morphisms, where s is defined by s : d m m b s d m m b for all
d g D, m g M, and b g B and t is the canonical embedding as E is
embedded in F. Thus the composition t (s : D ª F is also identity
preserving.
Note that if M is self-small, then it can easily be verified that K is also
self-small.
w xAlperin in 1 defined that if a B-module V has a K-presentation
K a . ª K  b . ª V ª 0,
then this presentation is called A-split if it splits upon restriction to A.
Moreover, if W is an object of Mod-E, we denote the induced module
 .  w x .W m F by Res W as in 1 it is termed as the restriction of W to F .E F
Let us define the following:
 . Mod B N M s V g Mod y B N V divides some direct sum of copies of
4M in Mod-A .
 .  4Mod B N M s V g Mod-B N V weakly divides M in Mod-A .(
 .  4Mod B N A-split s V g Mod-B N V is A-split .
 . Mod B N A-split s V g Mod-B N V is A-split and it is finitely M-pre-(
4sented .
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 .  4Mod E N D s W g Mod-E N W is projective in Mod-D .
 .  4Mod E N D s W g Mod-E N W is projective of finite type in Mod-D .(
 .   . 4Mod E N Res s W g Mod-E N Res W is projective in Mod-F .F F
 .   .Mod E N Res s W g Mod-E N Res W is projective of finite typeF ( F
4in Mod-F .
Clearly, in the above, the first four categories are full and additive
subcategories of Mod-B and the last four categories are full and additive
subcategories of Mod-E.
w xIf M is self-small, then Theorem 5.5 of 8 is an equivalence of
 .  .  . Mod B N M and Mod E N D , while, in general, Mod B N M and Mod E(
.  .N D are also equivalent. The restrictions of Hom K, y and ym K( B E
determine these equivalences. This is an extended form of Cline's and
Dade's stable Clifford theory.
The main idea of the nonnormal Clifford theory is the following:
THEOREM 5.1. If M is self-small, then the restrictions of functors
 .  .Hom K, y and ym K determine the equi¨ alence of Mod B N A-splitB E
 .and Mod E N Res , while, in general, under the same restrictions of functors,F
 .  .Mod B N A-split and Mod B N Res are also equi¨ alent.( F (
w xProof. See 1, Theorem .
Note that a B-module V is A-split if and only if V is a direct summand
of some copies of K in Mod-A. This equivalently implies that V is a direct
summand of some copies of K in Mod-B. Hence if we follow the definition
of a split presentation from Section 4, then we may state:
LEMMA 5.2. If M is self-small, then
Mod B N A-split s Mod B N split y K ; .  .
otherwise
Mod B N A-split s Mod B N split y K . .  .( (
Next we prove its counterpart:
LEMMA 5.3. If M is self-small, then
Mod E N Res s Mod E N E ; .  .F
otherwise
Mod E N Res s Mod E N E . .  .F ( (
 .Proof. Let W be an object of Mod E N E . Then there is a split exact
presentation
Ea . ª E b . ª W ª 0.
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Tensoring it with the functor ym F, we get the sequenceE
F a . ª F  b . ª W m F ª 0.E
Since it also splits, W m F, being a direct summand of a free F-module,E
 .becomes projective in Mod-F. Hence W is an object of Mod E N Res .F
 .Conversely, let W be an object of Mod E N Res . Then W m F isF E
projective in Mod-F and we have the presentation
F a . ª F  b . ª W m F ª 0,E
which splits in Mod-F. Then, by tensoring it with ym K, we get the splitF
exact M-presentation
K a . ª K  b . ª W m K ª 0.E
 .The application of the Hom functor Hom K, y on this sequence yieldsA
the split exact sequence
Ea . ª E b . ª Hom K , W m K ª 0. .B E
Finally, we compare this last sequence with the sequence
Ea . ª E b . ª W ª 0.
 .The Five lemma yields that W is E, K -static and the given sequence is
split exact. Hence W is projective in Mod-E.
Finally, we conclude that:
THEOREM 5.4. If M is self-small, then the restrictions of the functors
 .Hom K, y and ym K determine the equi¨ alenceB E
Mod B N A-split f Mod E N Res .  .F
if and only if the restrictions of the same functors determine the equi¨ alence
Mod B N K f Mod E N E . .  .
In general, under the restrictions of the abo¨e functors
Mod B N A-split f Mod B N Res .  .( F (
if and only if
Mod B N K f Mod E N E . .  .( (
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